**HGSA Meeting:** December 6, 2019

**Faculty Rep (Kevin)**
Extra Account Authentication Announced  
Fall 2020/Spring 2021- New Mega RCI class (220 students-12 TA sections)  
Looking to recruit more underrepresented students—looking for ideas! Talk to Sanders or Heidenreich

**Colloquium (Delaney)**
Contact me about colloquium ideas for the fall

**President (Elisha)**
Put together a list of questions to talk with Sutton  
Ugly Christmas Sweater Bar Crawl, INFO TO COME

**PhD Reading List**
There were some questions about the organization of the subsections  
  -Chronology?  
  -Alphabetical?  
Why are some books not there? It is shorter.

>Elisha will write an email to ask about how it got written.

**Meeting with Sutton**
We will not know anything about the trial, but there is still a need to have students questions answered by Sutton about the faculty issue.

>Elisha will set up a meeting with Sutton for January